
HV10042
Safety Gate



Please read all instructions carefully and keep it for future reference.

General Warnings:

     Danger! Keep all small parts and packaging materials for this product away from babies and 

children, otherwise they may pose a choking hazard.

      The product must be installed and used under the supervision of an adult.

     Read through each step carefully and follow the proper order.

     Remove all Packaging, separate and count all parts and hardware before Installation.

     Please ensure that all parts are correctly installed, incorrect Installation can lead to a Danger.

     We recommend that, where possible, all items are assembled near to the area in which

they will be placed in use, to avoid moving the product unnecessarily once assembled.

     Ensure a secure surface during construction, and place the product always on a flat, steady 

and stable surface.
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ASTMF1004-13/EN1930:2011 , This safety barrier is for domestic use only!

It is automatic closing system.
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cm(2.75”) 

82cm-89cm(32.5”-35”) 
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Extended fences need to be purchased.  
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The gate is closed
when there is a click 
sound and the red
mark on the switch
 is invisible.

The gate 
could stay open
at the maximum 
position.
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If you need to install it in a dangerous location such as stairs, 
you must install it and use a full set of accessories according 
to the following steps.
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Welcome to visit our website and purchase our quality products!

We would like to extend our hear�elt thanks to 

all of our customers for taking �me to assemble 

this product and giving us valuable feedbacks.

With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you 
EASY SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!
US office: Fontana, California
UK office: Ipswich

Reward Points
Exclusive Customer Service
Personalized Recommenda�ons
Permanent Shopping Cart
Order History
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